* Creative Art Book

* We are going to create a 12 page book. It's up to you to decide what your book will be about.

Choose a writing prompt to assist you in the Creative Process.

* If tomorrow you discovered that a great artist was an EVIL person, would the information change your feelings or interpretation of that person's artwork?

If so, how?

□ There are lots of other planets in the universe other than just Earth and scientists think there might be other life on one of them. Do you think there are other life forms than those on Earth and if so, what are they like and where do they live?

□ Make a story into a Math Formula. Use this technique (pictures + math formulas) to retell a story you know.

□ How do you define yourself? What do you feel strongly about? What are 10 facts about you...
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2. 
3. 
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□ The Zombie apocalypse has begun! Several people you know have already become zombies and now it's a game of survival. What do you do to make sure that you are one of the people left alive?
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